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Memo Memphis STP Pedestrian
Sidewalk Project

To: 	 Kyle	Wagenshutz,	City	of 	Memphis
From: 	Matthew	Berkow,	Collin	Chesston,	and	Anne	Eshleman,	Alta	Planning	+	Design
Date:  June	2014
Re:  Photo	Inventory

Introduction
This	memorandum	provides	a	photo	inventory	that	documents	the	existing	conditions	in	Memphis	related	to	the	pedestrian	
environment,	and	the	behavior	of 	people	traveling	in	the	public	right	of 	way.	It	includes	examples	of 	local	best	practices,	
barriers	to	pedestrian	activity,	and	observed	behaviors	that	impact	pedestrian	safety.

Summary of local best practices
Much	of 	the	central	city,	including	downtown	and	Memphis’	inner	neighborhoods,	are	pleasant	and	interesting	places	
to	walk.	Outside	of 	the	central	city,	local	streets	in	residential	neighborhoods	also	largely	support	walking.	The	City	is	
increasing	accessibility	for	people	with	disabilities	through	its	ongoing	curb	ramp	program.	Additionally,	several	recent	road	
diet	projects	and	the	use	of 	innovative	crossing	treatments	such	as	Rectangular	Rapid	Flash	Beacons	and	Pedestrian	Hybrid	
Beacons	have	improved	walking	conditions	on	several	corridors,	near	schools,	and	at	major	trail	crossings.

Summary of opportunities
Opportunities	to	improve	conditions	for	walking	in	Memphis	include:

•	Sidewalk maintenance	to	repair	crumbling	and/or	uprooted	sidewalk	panels	that	create	tripping	hazards	and	
limit	accessibility	for	people	with	disabilities

•	Closing sidewalk gaps,	particularly	along	high	demand	routes	

•	Improving pedestrian safety and comfort along wide, high-speed arterial and collector 
streets	by:	

•	providing	buffers	from	fast-moving	traffic	with	streets	trees,	on-street	parking,	and/or	on-street	bikeways
•	widening	existing	sidewalks
•	implementing	road	diets	on	select	streets	to	simplify	pedestrian	crossings	and	make	room	for	buffers	and/or	
wider	sidewalks

• Increasing the frequency of formal pedestrian crossings,	especially	along	wide,	high-speed	arterial	and	
collector	streets

•	Enhancing existing midblock crossings and minor/major intersections	with	features	such	as	raised	
median	refuge	islands,	high-visibility	crosswalk	markings,	pedestrian	beacons,	and/or	full	signals

•	Ensuring pedestrian-friendly design at major intersections,	including	features	such	as	adequate	walk	
time,	high-visibility	crosswalk	markings,	advance	stop	bars,	pedestrian	priority	treatments	at	slip	lanes,	and	protected	
left	turn	signal	phasing			

•	Behavior change programming	aimed	at	creating	a	culture	of 	yielding	to	pedestrians	and	promoting	the	
safety	benefits	of 	using	existing	marked	crossings
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alk Design

Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

This sidewalk on Poplar Ave includes a planting strip to buffer pedestrians from busy traffic, improving the 
pedestrian environment. 

Further west, curb-tight sidewalks that lack a buffer zone along this busy section of Poplar Ave make for an 
unpleasant walking experience.

Best
Practi

ce

Wide, curb-tight sidewalks, like this one at Sheffield 
High School, can also be comfortable places to walk 
and gather when installed on local streets.

New sidewalk construction featuring a grass buffer 
strip will improve walkability near Fairley Elementary 
School and Fairley High School. 

Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

Bike lanes provide a buffer for pedestrians on 
McLemore Ave.

On Broad Ave, a cycle track with on-street angled 
parking provides an even larger buffer from moving 
vehicles.

Recent sidewalk installation with street trees at the 
new Overton Park parking structure is an example of a 
local best practice.  

A rounded asphalt curb creates a protected shoulder 
for pedestrians between Alonzo Weaver Park and two 
nearby schools. While not an ideal long-term solution, 
this unconventional design improves connectivity.

Best
Practi

ce

Best
Practi

ce Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

While many older sidewalks are still in good condition, 
sidewalk maintenance is an issue in many areas.

Cracks and missing pieces create tripping hazards 
and are particularly difficult for people with physical 
disabilities or pushing strollers. 

Sidewalk upheaval from tree roots is an issue 
throughout the city.

Overgrown sidewalks can cause people to walk in the 
street. 

This man opted to use the narrow shoulder on a high traffic, high speed street instead of the sidewalk, 
presumably due to cracks (right) and frequent driveway ramps that do not appear to meet ADA cross-slope 
requirements.
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Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

Utility poles obstruct the pedestrian walkway on some 
streets, particularly those that lack a landscaped 
median. This is completely impassible for a person in a 
wheelchair.

Some utility boxes have been placed in locations that 
partially block the sidewalk.

Sign placement reduces the pedestrian through zone 
in an otherwise well-designed pedestrian refuge 
island.

Pedestrian amenities such as benches and transit 
shelters improve the pedestrian environment as long 
as they are not placed in locations that block ADA 
access.

Sidewalk cafes are generally a welcome addition to a 
commercial street, yet care must be taken to ensure 
that the seating area does not block pedestrian 
through movement or access for people using 
mobility aids.
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Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

Collector streets in residential areas can carry 
moderate traffic volumes and speeds but often lack 
sidewalks.

Identifying funding sources and establishing 
implementation mechanisms for filling sidewalk gaps 
like these will be key to improving walkability.

Even short gaps in the sidewalk network on major 
commercial arterials can create serious safety issues. 
Walking along the roadway is a prominent crash type 
in Memphis.

Demand paths illustrate a need for sidewalks in many 
locations throughout the city.

This landing provides a refuge for people who desire 
to cross two legs of the intersection sequentially, 
but it does not provide a connection to sidewalk 
approaches on the same block.
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Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

On collector and arterial streets with more travel lanes 
than traffic volumes require, a road diet would reduce 
the complexity of pedestrian crossings and could 
allow for fewer and less costly pedestrian crossing 
treatments.

This successful road diet on N McLean Blvd added on-
street parking and a bike lane, which buffer people 
walking on the the sidewalk from fast-moving cars. 
Reducing the number of travel lanes also made it 
easier for pedestrians to cross the street.

Like many US cities, major arterial streets in Memphis are designed to move high volumes of motor vehicle 
traffic efficiently. However, these streets are also generators of pedestrian activity. Many features that support 
automobile mobility — five to seven lane cross sections, high posted speeds, and long distances between traffic 
signals — negatively impact walking conditions and pedestrian safety.

Pedestrian crossings of major arterials are often 
spaced more than ¼ mile apart and in some cases up 
to a mile or more. 

A lack of conveniently spaced pedestrian crossing 
opportunities causes many pedestrians to cross at 
midblock locations, where drivers are unlikely to 
expect them.

Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

The combination of big box retail land uses and auto-oriented roadway design along Germantown Road are 
unlikely to generate high volumes of pedestrian trips. Investing in pedestrian infrastructure along this and similar 
corridors is unlikely to produce as many benefits as investing in areas where people are already walking.

Similar to this green paint treatment that suggests 
bicycle priority at driveways, sidewalk design can 
help visually reinforce drivers’ responsibility to yield.

The mature Oak trees and wide medians of Memphis’ distinctive parkways improve pedestrian comfort while 
accomodating high traffic volumes. Incorporating appropriate shade trees in future street projects would benefit 
pedestrians during warmer months.

Frequent driveways create conflict points between 
people in cars and people walking. In some cases, 
the sidewalk doubles as a continuous access ramp for 
motor vehicles.

Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Corridors

Speed humps and other traffic calming measures 
improve the experience of walking along local streets 
by reducing motor vehicle speeds, and in some cases 
volumes, as cars choose other routes.

A well-designed volume management treatment 
near the Memphis Zoo. This is a design could be 
replicated in other parts of the city on local streets 
where a decrease in traffic volumes is desired.

On some local streets, the absence of sidewalks is not always a major issue. If road users are courteous and 
alert, and motor vehicle speeds and volumes are relatively low, pedestrians can share space with cars. 

Many local streets feature continuous sidewalks on 
both sides of the street.  

In some areas of the city, local streets have a rural feel 
and do not have sidewalks, curb, or gutter. 

Best
Practi

ce

Best
Practi

ce Best
Practi

ce
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Signage and Beacons
Pavem

ent M
arkings

Midblock Crossings

Fluorescent Yellow Green signage is now required for 
warning signs within school zones and may also be 
beneficial at other marked crossings in Memphis. 

Ladder-style crossing markings are highly visible and alert road users to the possible presence of pedestrians 
near the entrance to  Shady Grove Elementary School. 

Transverse crossing markings consisting of two parallel 
white lanes are less visible than continental “zebra” 
style markings. 

Even when close to the crossing, these faded 
transverse crossing markings near Florida-Kansas 
Elementary School are difficult to see.

Advance warning signage is commonly found in 
Memphis near intersections, midblock crossings, and 
school crossings. 

Best
Practi

ce

Best
Practi

ceBest
Practi

ce
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Midblock Crossings

Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacons (RRFB) can increase 
rates of yielding to pedestrians at midblock locations 
on streets with 2-3 lanes and speeds of 25-30 mph.

Best practices suggest that pavement markings and signage alone do not provide sufficient protection for 
pedestrian crossings on multi-lane arterial streets with posted speeds of 40 mph or greater and volumes above 
10,000 ADT. This crossing of Mendenthall Rd is a good candidate for the installation of a raised pedestrian refuge 
island and active warning beacons or pedestrian hybrid beacons.

Pedestrian hybrid beacons are highly effective at 
encouraging drivers to stop, and are appropriate on 
streets with 3-6 lanes and speeds of 30-45 mph.

A median with an integrated pedestrian refuge near Frayser High School allows people to cross one direction of 
Dellwood Ave traffic at a time.

Best
Practi

ce Best
Practi

ce

Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Intersections

It can be hard to notice a pedestrian in the crosswalk when a motorist is trying to gauge when they have 
enough room to make a left turn across multiple lanes of traffic. One potential solution is to give left turn 
movements their own protected phase separate from the pedestrian walk phase.

Large intersections create long crossing distances and 
large corner radii for people walking. Slower assumed 
walk speeds better accomodate pedestrians with 
disabilities, children, and older adults.

Locations in Memphis with the most pedestrian-motor 
vehicle crashes tend to be intersections that include 
at least one - and often two - arterial roadways. 

Slip lanes allow high speed turns, which may 
contribute to drivers failing to yield to pedestrians in 
crosswalks. 

The City has constructed over 16,000 ADA compliant 
curb ramps since 2006, dramatically improving 
mobility for people with disabilities. Curb ramps are 
particularly important along major streets.

Best
Practi

ce

Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Intersections

The design of many “pork chop” islands at slip lanes 
are not ADA compliant. 

Example of a retrofitted, ADA compliant crossing at a 
slip lane.

The city has an existing program to add curb ramps 
to intersections such as this one, which create issues 
for people with disabilities as well as able bodied 
pedestrians pushing strollers or using other wheeled 
devices.

Major intersections throughout the city have faded or 
worn stop bars and crosswalk striping.

Several signalized intersections lack marked 
crosswalks, including S 3rd St at Mallory Ave.  

Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Intersections

Intersections of two local streets are generally safe 
and pleasant for people on foot and do not require 
major upgrades or modifications.

Some pedestrian crashes occur at the intersection 
of two local streets. This high-crash intersection (8th 
Rd at Honduras Dr) could be improved by adding 
approaching sidewalks and a 4-way stop.

Best practices and national guidelines suggest that 
pedestrians should not have to cross more than two 
lanes of high speed traffic without enhanced crossing 
treatments to supplement the marked crosswalk.

Where local streets intersect with arterial streets, marked pedestrian crossings are not often present.  At Mill 
Branch Rd and Wilson Rd, the closest signalized intersection is a half mile away, an unreasonable distance for 
pedestrians to travel in order to cross the street.

Madison Ave at S Florence St is a good example of 
a comfortable unsignalized marked crossing of a 
collector street.

Best
Practi

ce
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Pedestrian Environment: Intersections

A lack of pedestrian accommodations at railroad 
crossings can create dangerous scenarios, including 
for young road users on their way to or from school.

Using asphalt to improve the pedestrian connection at 
railroad crossings is not an ideal solution, but it does 
improve access and can provide a temporary solution.

This treatment on Kansas St provides a good example of a sidewalk-railroad crossing, with tactile warnings, 
gentle slope, and level surface where the concrete and railroad ties meet.

Best
Practi

ce
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Driver and Pedestrian Behavior
Behavior

Many pedestrians in Memphis choose to cross 
roads along their desire lines rather than in marked 
crosswalks. 

The choice to cross mid-block without the aid of a 
traffic signal or marked crossing is, in some cases, 
a response to long distances between marked 
crossings.

More than 3/4 of arterial streets in Memphis have 
posted speed limits of 45 mph or above. Research 
suggests that risks to pedestrians increase significantly 
when speeds exceed 30 mph.

Rates of yielding to pedestrians at signalized 
intersections appears to be much higher than at 
unsignalized locations, although encroachment into 
the crosswalk appears common. 

The culture of driving in Memphis does not a include 
yielding to pedestrians at uncontrolled locations. 
“Stop here for pedestrians” signs may be a first step in 
shifting driver behavior. 

Pedestrians in Memphis sometimes cross roads in 
close proximity to signalized intersections with good 
pedestrian accommodation.


